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Diffusion wake is an unambiguous part of the jet-induced medium response in high-energy heavy-ion
collisions that leads to a depletion of soft hadrons in the opposite direction of the jet propagation. New
experimental data on Z-hadron correlation in Pbþ Pb collisions at the Large Hadron Collider show,
however, an enhancement of soft hadrons in the direction of both the Z and the jet. Using a coupled linear
Boltzmann transport and hydro model, we demonstrate that medium modification of partons from the
initial multiple parton interaction (MPI) gives rise to a soft hadron enhancement that is uniform in
azimuthal angle while jet-induced medium response and soft gluon radiation dominate the enhancement in
the jet direction. After subtraction of the contributions from MPI with a mixed-event procedure, the
diffusion wake becomes visible in the near-side Z-hadron correlation. We further employ the longitudinal
and transverse gradient jet tomography for the first time to localize the initial jet production positions in
Z=γ-jet events in which the effect of the diffusion wake is apparent in Z=γ-hadron correlation even without
the subtraction of the MPI contribution.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.082301

Introduction.—Since the discovery at the Relativistic
Heavy-ion Collider (RHIC) [1–4] and the confirmation at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [5–10], jet quenching or
the suppression of large transverse momentum jets and
hadrons due to jet-medium interaction has enabled one to
glean properties of the strongly interacting quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) formed in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.
For example, the extracted jet transport coefficients in the
QGP in central heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC [11]
are 2 orders of magnitude higher than that in a cold nucleus
[12]. Such strong jet-medium interaction should also
lead to jet-induced medium response in the form of
Mach-cone-like excitations [13–18]. Study of such jet-
induced medium excitations can provide further informa-
tion about the QGP, such as the bulk transport properties
and the equation of state [19–22].
There are many consequences of the jet-induced medium

excitation [22,23], from the broadening of the jet profile at

large radius [24–26] to cone-size dependence of the jet
suppression [27,28], modification of the jet fragmentation
function [29,30], jet-hadron, and Z=γ-hadron correlations
[21,31–33]. Isolation and detailed study of the medium
excitation are therefore fundamental to the understanding
of these phenomena and crucial for using them to extract
bulk properties of the QGP.
The jet-induced medium response consists of the wake

front and the diffusion wake. Microscopically, each jet-
medium interaction kicks the medium parton into a recoil
particle and leaves behind a particle hole. Further transport
of the recoil particles forms the wake front, while the
diffusion of the particle holes leads to the diffusion wake
[34]. The wake front is known to contribute to an enhance-
ment of soft hadrons with an energy scale of the medium
temperature ω ∼ T within the jet cone [29,33,35,36].
However, it is difficult to separate this contribution from
medium-induced soft gluon radiations whose energy scale
is also around ωg ∼ q̂λ2 ∼ T [37–39] when their typical
formation time τf ∼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ωg=q̂

p
is limited by the mean-free-

path λ ∼ 1=T. Here q̂ ∼ T3 is the jet transport coefficient in
the QGP. The diffusion wake, on the other hand, leads to a
depletion of soft hadrons in the back direction of the jet
and, therefore, is an unambiguous signal of the jet-induced
medium excitation without any similar competing effect.
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Such a depletion is indeed observed in the calculated
γ-hadron correlation at RHIC within the coupled linear
Boltzmann transport (CoLBT) hydro model [33] and dijet
correlation with a large rapidity gap at LHC within the
hybrid strong/weak coupling model [28]. However, new
experimental data [40] show an enhanced soft Z-hadron
yield in the Z direction in Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼

5.02 TeV instead of an expected depletion.
In this Letter we will present our study of Z=γ-hadron

correlation in Pbþ Pb collisions at LHC within the
CoLBT-hydro model. We will examine the effect of the
initial multiple parton interaction (MPI) which is negligible
at RHIC but becomes sizable at LHC. We will show that
medium modification of MPI partons leads to an enhanced
soft Z=γ-hadron correlation which is uniform in the
azimuthal angle and offsets the effect of the diffusion
wake. We will devise a mixed-event procedure to subtract
the contribution from MPI so that the diffusion wake
becomes visible in the Z=γ-hadron correlation. We will
further apply the longitudinal and transverse gradient jet
tomography for the first time to select events in which the
initial positions of Z=γ-jet production are localized and
the effect of diffusion wake is clear even without the
subtraction of the MPI contribution.
Z=γ-jet modification in heavy-ion collisions.—We will

use the CoLBT-hydro model [33] to study Z=γ-jet pro-
duction and jet-induced medium response in high-energy
heavy-ion collisions. CoLBT-hydro couples jet propagation
within the linear Boltzmann transport (LBT) model [34]
to the event-by-event ð3þ 1ÞD CCNU-LBNL viscous
(CLVisc) hydrodynamic model [41] in real time through
a source term from the energy-momentum lost to the
medium by jet shower and recoil partons. The LBT model
[34] is based on the Boltzmann equation for both jet shower
and recoil partons with pQCD leading-order elastic scatter-
ing and induced gluon radiation according to the high-twist
approach [42–45]. The final hadron spectra from CoLBT-
hydro include contributions from the hadronization of hard
partons within a parton recombination model [46] and jet-
induced hydro response via Cooper-Frye freeze-out. A
freeze-out temperature Tf ¼ 137 MeV and specific shear
viscosity η=s ¼ 0.08 together with the s95p parametriza-
tion of the equation of state [47] and AMPT [48] or Trento
[49] initial conditions are used in CLVisc which can
reproduce experimental data on bulk hadron spectra and
anisotropic flows at both RHIC and LHC energies [41]. For
more detailed descriptions of the LBT and CoLBT-hydro
model, we refer the readers to Refs. [26,27,34,50–52]
and [29,33].

PYTHIA8 [53] is used to generate initial Z=γ-jet configu-
rations. The isospin dependence of the parton distribution
functions (PDF) in a nucleus is considered but other cold
nuclear modification of the PDF is neglected since it has
negligible effects on jet and hadron spectra per Z=γ trigger.
The initial transverse positions of Z=γ jets are sampled

according to the binary nucleon-nucleon collisions within
the HIJING [54,55] and the AMPT model [48] which also
provides initial conditions for CLVisc hydro simulations.
Partons from jet showers as well as from MPI’s associated
with the Z=γ trigger are allowed to propagate through the
QGP and generate medium response according to the
CoLBT-hydro model.
To illustrate the jet-induced medium response in Aþ A

collisions, we show in Fig. 1(a) the transverse distribution
of the energy density at τ ¼ 4.6 fm=c in a semi-central
Pbþ Pb collision with a Z-jet at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 5.02 TeV. The

transverse momenta of hard partons are indicated by
arrowed lines and the direction of the Z trigger by the
wavy line. After subtracting the energy density from the
same hydro event without the Z-jet, we obtain the energy
density distribution of the jet-induced medium excitation,
which has a wake front (positive) and the diffusion wake
(negative energy density) as shown in Fig. 1(b). The Z-jet
shown in Fig. 1 is produced off-center and propagates
tangentially through the bulk medium. The jet-induced
medium response and hard partons are therefore both
distorted by the density gradient and radial flow. Such
asymmetrical distortion will show up in the Z-hadron
azimuthal correlation and will provide an unambiguous
signal of the diffusion wake.
In CoLBT-hydro, hadron spectra associated with Z=γ

production have contributions from both the hadronization
of hard partons and the jet-induced hydro response that is
calculated from the bulk hadron spectra with Z=γ trigger
minus that from the same hydro events but without Z=γ.
Shown in Fig. 2(a) [Fig. 2(b)] are the modification factors,
IAA ¼ dNhZ

AA=dN
hZ
pp , for charged hadron spectra associated

with a Z trigger in 0%–30% (red) and 30%–50% (blue)
(0%–10% and 10%–30%) Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼

5.02 TeV as a function of ξT ¼ lnð−jp⃗Z
T j2=p⃗h

T · p⃗Z
TÞ

(− ln zT ¼ ln½pZ
T=p

h
T �) as compared to the CMS [40]

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. A snapshot of (a) the total and (b) jet-induced energy
density distribution in the transverse plane of a semicentral
Pbþ Pb collision at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 5.02 TeV from CoLBT-hydro

simulations with a Z-jet at the spatial rapidity ηs ¼ 0 and proper
time τ ¼ 4.6 fm=c. Straight (wavy) lines represent the transverse
momenta of partons (Z boson) and dashed circles represent the
two colliding nuclei.
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(ATLAS [56]) data. The transverse momentum of the Z is
pZ
T > 30ð60Þ GeV=c, hadron ph

T > 1 GeV=c and their
azimuthal angles are restricted to jΔϕhZj ¼ jϕh − ϕZj >
7π=8 ð3π=4Þ. The effective strong coupling constant
αs ¼ 0.28� 0.02 in CoLBT-hydro is fitted to the CMS
data on IAA in 0%–30% Pbþ Pb collisions. The bands in
the CoLBT-hydro results correspond to the variation of the
effective strong coupling constant αs in the model within
95% credible region of the Bayesian fitting probability.
We can see that CoLBT-hydro describes well within the

experimental errors both the suppression of leading
hadrons at small ξT (large zT) due to parton energy loss
and soft hadron enhancement at large ξT (small zT) due to
jet-induced medium excitation as well as medium-induced
gluon radiation. Since soft hadrons from medium induced
gluons have the same energy scale of the local temperature,
due to the constraints imposed by the formation time
[37–39], as hadrons from jet-induced medium response,
it is difficult to separate these two contributions exper-
imentally. Note that Z-triggered hadron spectra in CMS
data [40] and CoLBT-hydro results contain contributions
from MPI which are subtracted in the ATLAS data [56].
Z=γ-hadron correlation and MPI.—To examine the

medium modification of the Z=γ-triggered hadron spectra
and isolate soft hadrons from the jet-induced medium
response and the diffusion wake in particular, we compute

the Z=γ-hadron correlation in azimuthal angle. Shown in
Fig. 3 are (a) charged hadron yields per Z-trigger in pþ p
(solid line) and (b) 0%–30% Pbþ Pb (gray band) collisions
and (c) their difference (gray band) as a function of the
azimuthal angle jΔϕhZj as compared to the CMS data [40]
for pZ

T > 30 and ph
T > 1 GeV=c at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 5.02 TeV.

One can see there are both an enhancement and a broad-
ening of the peak in the jet direction in Pbþ Pb as
compared to pþ p collisions. The hadron yield in the Z
direction is also sizable, which is further enhanced in
Pbþ Pb collisions. This is contrary to the expectation of a
depletion due to jet-induced diffusion wake. We find that
hadrons in the Z direction come mainly from MPI
associated with a triggered hard process as have been
investigated in pþ p collisions [57–61]. MPI’s are inde-
pendent minijet production in PYTHIA8 [54,62]. The cor-
responding Z-hadron correlation is therefore uniform in the
azimuthal angle. Interaction of these minijets with the
medium will lead to an enhancement of soft hadrons and
suppression of large pT hadrons from MPIs. This explains
the enhanced soft hadron yield (ph

T ∼ 1–2 GeV=c) in the Z

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Modification factors IAA for Z-triggered yield of
charged hadrons as a function of ξT or lnð1=zTÞ in semicentral
Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 5.02 TeV compared to (a) CMS

data [40] for pZ
T > 30 GeV=c, jΔϕhZj > 7π=8 and (b) ATLAS

data [56] for pZ
T > 60 GeV=c, jΔϕhZj > 3π=4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Charged hadron yields per Z trigger as a function of
jΔϕhZj in (a) pþ p (solid line) and (b) 0%–30% Pbþ Pb
collisions (gray band) and (c) their difference (gray band) atffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 5.02 TeV as compared to CMS data [40] for pZ

T > 30
and ph

T > 1 GeV=c. Dotted (dashed) line in (a) and yellow band
(dashed line) in (b) are the MPI contributions from the subtraction
procedure (by subtracting the yield in events with MPI off) in
CoLBT-hydro simulations. The blue band (dashed line) in (c) is
the yield difference after subtraction of MPI (with MPI off). See
text for detailed explanations.
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direction in Pbþ Pb collisions as we see in both the CMS
data and CoLBT-hydro results. Shown in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b) as dashed lines are hadron yields from MPI in pþ p
and Pbþ Pb collisions by subtracting Z-hadron yields with
and without MPI in CoLBT-hydro simulations.
The pþ p results in Fig. 3(a) are from PYTHIA8 with the

same recombination model [46] for hadronization as in
CoLBT-hydro. They are systematically smaller than the
CMS data and the default PYTHIA8 result. We consider this
discrepancy, possibly due to the neglect of color correlation
among MPI minijets in the recombination model, as a
systematic error in our model calculations and is added to
the error band (hatched area) in the mediummodification of
the Z-hadron correlation in Fig. 3(c). Since the minijet
cross section at the RHIC energy is about a factor of
10 smaller [54] than at LHC, the effect of MPI at the RHIC
energy is much smaller [61], making it easier to isolate the
effect of diffusion wake in γ-hadron correlations.
To search for signals of the jet-induced diffusion wake,

we devise a procedure to subtract the MPI’s contribution to
the Z=γ-hadron correlation. We first calculate the uniform
correlation between Z=γ in one event and hadrons from
another similar Z=γ-jet event. We assume the effect of
the diffusion wake on the total Z=γ-hadron yield in the
mixed events is negligible. Contributions from jets to the
Z=γ-hadron correlation in these mixed events, which are
assumed to be the same as the integrated Z=γ-hadron yield
within an angle jΔϕhZj > 1 in Z=γ-jet events in addition to
the MPI background, can be subtracted approximately to
obtain the MPI contribution,

dNhZ
MPI

dϕ
≈
dNhZ

mix

dϕ
−
Z

π

1

dϕ
π

�
dNhZ

dϕ
−
dNhZ

dϕ

����
ϕ¼1

�
: ð1Þ

These MPI contributions to the Z=γ-hadron correlation are
shown as the dotted line for pþ p in Fig. 3(a) and the
yellow band for Pbþ Pb collisions in Fig. 3(b). After
subtracting the above MPI contributions, one can obtain the
true medium modification of the Z-hadron correlation due
to jet quenching and the jet-induced medium response,
shown as the blue band in Fig. 3(c), where both model
uncertainty (solid band) from the variation of αs and
statistic error (shaded band) are indicated. Comparison
to the medium modification without MPI (dashed) shows
that the subtraction procedure works well. The Z-hadron
correlation in the Z direction indeed becomes slightly
negative after the subtraction of the MPI contribution,
a signal of the jet-induced diffusion wake similar to the
γ-hadron correlation at RHIC [33].
Enhancing diffusion wake with 2D jet tomography.—In

the above CoLBT-hydro results and experimental data,
Z=γ-hadron correlations are averaged over the initial trans-
verse position and direction of the Z=γ-jets. Such an
average smears out the angular structure of jet-induced
medium response present in the Z=γ-hadron correlations

when the initial position and direction of Z=γ-jets [18,23]
are fixed. To overcome this smearing, we propose to utilize
the longitudinal [63,64] and the recently developed trans-
verse gradient jet tomography [65] to localize the initial
transverse positions of Z=γ-jets with given Z=γ (or jet)
direction relative to the event plane. According to the
gradient tomography [65], Z=γ-jet production points can be
localized by the value of the transverse asymmetry

An⃗ ¼
R
dϕ½ðdNh=dϕÞϕ−ϕn>0

− ðdNh=dϕÞϕ−ϕn<0
�R

dϕdNh=dϕ
ð2Þ

in each event with respect to a fixed jet plane n⃗ determined
by Z=γ (or the leading jet) and the beam.
Shown in Fig. 4 (dashed lines) are mediummodifications

of soft hadron yields (ph
T ¼ 1–2 GeV=c) in 0%–10%

Pbþ Pb collisions at
ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼ 5.02 TeV as a function of

Δϕhjet ¼ ϕh − ϕjet in γ-jet events (a) with and (b) without
the transverse asymmetry Ax < −0.2 for ph

T > 2 GeV=c
hadrons with respect to the jet plane which is chosen to be
perpendicular to the event plane here. According to the
gradient tomography, the initial transverse positions of γ
jets in events with the transverse asymmetry Ax < −0.2 are
biased toward the upper half of the transverse plane and
propagate tangentially as illustrated in Fig. 1. The jet-
induced Mach-cone-like excitation in this configuration is
more pronounced in the denser region of the medium
leading to more enhancement of soft hadrons in Δϕhjet < 0

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Difference in γ-hadron yields as a function of Δϕh jet

between 0%–10% Pbþ Pb and pþ p collisions at
ffiffiffi
s

p
NN ¼

5.02 TeV for ph
T ¼ 1–2, pγ

T ¼ 200–250, and pjet
T ≥ 100 GeV=c

(a) with and (b) without transverse asymmetry Ax < −0.2 for
ph
T > 2 GeV=c hadrons, (blue) with and (red) without γ-jet

momentum asymmetry pjet
T =pγ

T < 0.8, MPI contribution is in-
dicated by the gray band.
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region. In the meantime, the diffusion wake is driven
toward the less dense region so that the depletion of soft
hadrons is deeper in the Δϕhjet > 0 region. These asym-
metric features and the diffusion wake are clearly seen in
the CoLBT-hydro results [Fig. 4(a)] even without subtrac-
tion of the MPI background. In addition, one can select the
value of the γ-jet momentum asymmetry pjet

T =pγ
T < 0.8,

which biases toward longer jet propagation length [63,64].
This will further enhance soft hadrons from the Mach-cone-
like excitation in the jet direction as well as soft hadron
depletion in the γ direction due to the diffusion wake (solid
lines), even without transverse asymmetry restriction
[Fig. 4(b)]. Subtraction of the MPI background (gray band)
canl further enhance the depletion of soft hadrons due to the
diffusion wake.
Summary and discussions.—We have investigated Z=γ-

hadron correlation in high-energy heavy-ion collisions
within the CoLBT-hydro model in search for the signal of
jet-induced diffusion wake. The calculated hadron spec-
tra with a Z trigger show suppression of leading hadrons
due to jet quenching and enhancement of soft hadrons due
to the jet-induced Mach-cone-like excitation and medium
induced soft gluon radiation, in good agreement with
recent ATLAS and CMS data. The low ph

T Z-hadron
correlation in azimuthal angle shows an enhanced and
broadened peak in the jet direction as well as an enhance-
ment in the Z direction, which we identify as due to
medium modification of partons from MPI. We have
devised a procedure for the MPI background subtraction
after which the effect of the diffusion wake in the Z
direction becomes visible as in the γ-hadron correlation
at RHIC where MPI is negligible. We further apply the
transverse gradient and longitudinal jet tomography
technique to select events with localized initial Z=γ-jet
productions. Z=γ-hadron correlations from these events
are shown to have a clear signal of the diffusion wake
even without the MPI subtraction. Future experimental
measurements of the Z=γ-hadron correlation and the
effect of the diffusion wake with this 2D jet tomography
can provide further constraints on the bulk properties of
the QGP in high-energy heavy-ion collisions.
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